Night Trader Assistant Intern

Location: Chicago
Job Code / Req #: Trading
# of Openings: 1

Description

Ronin Capital is looking to hire a full-time Trader Support Intern. The individual in this position will work with traders to conduct trading analysis. This position is responsible for monitoring the trading activities overnight in order to maximize strategy utilization. Attention to detail is extremely crucial in this role. This position is located in our Chicago, Illinois office.

Responsibilities:

- Perform trading strategy monitoring and algorithm tuning
- Observe strategy performance and adjust parameters for economic releases and volatility considerations
- Perform data and statistical analysis to improve existing trading strategies and research on new strategies
- Conduct post trade performance analysis
- Identify, reconcile, and resolve open futures positions via multiple platforms
- Quickly implement emergency procedures in cases of technological disruptions
- Perform related duties as assigned

Requirements:

- Bachelor's Degree with a focus in Financial Mathematics, Economics, Engineering, Computer Science or related fields are preferred
- Willing to work an overnight shift
- Proficiency with Excel/VBA and system applications and ability to learn internal applications required
- Proficiency in at least one statistical software (R, MATLAB or similar) required, programming experience in C++/JAVA/Python a strong plus
- Displays extreme attention to detail
- Demonstrate patience with repetitive routine jobs in a multi-task environment
- Potential to work day shift hours if occasionally required (in rotation)
- Value team work and demonstrate with excellent communication skills
- Meticulous and detail oriented with strong critical thinking skills and the ability to solve complex problems that may occur before, during, and after the trading day
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